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ABSTRACT In this paper, we introduce the problem of audio stream phrase recognition for information retrieval for a new National Gallery of the Spoken Word (NGSW). This will be the first large-scale repository of its kind, consisting of speeches, news broadcasts, and recordings that are of historical content from the 20th Century. We propose a system diagram and discuss critical processing tasks such as: an environment classifier, recognizer model adaptation for acoustic background noise, restricted channels, and speaker variability, natural language processor, and speech enhancement/feature processing. A probe NGSW data set is used to perform experiments using SPHINX-III LVCSR and a previously formulated RSPL-keyword spotting system. Results are reported for WSJ, BN, and NGSW corpora. Results from sub-system evaluations are reported for (i) model adaptation based on mixture weight adjustment with MLLR (reduces WER by 2.6% over a baseline BN trained model), speaker and environmental turn taking using a Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), and statistical analysis of phrase recognition performance for confidence measure scoring. Finally, we discuss a number of research challenges needed to address the overall task of robust phrase searching in unrestricted corpora.



1. INTRODUCTION The problem of reliable speech recognition for information retrieval is a challenging problem when data is recorded across different media and equipment. In this paper, we address the problem of audio stream phrase recognition for a new National Gallery of the Spoken Word (NGSW)[1]. This will be the first largescale repository of its kind, consisting of speeches, news broadcasts, and recordings that are of significant historical content. An NSF initiative was recently established to provide better transition of library services to digital format. As part of this Phase-II Digital Libraries Initiative, researchers from Michigan State Univ. (MSU) and Univ. of Colorado Boulder (RSPL-CSLR) have teamed to establish a fully searchable, online WWW database of spoken word collections that span the 20th Century. The database draws primarily from holdings of MSU's Vincent Voice Library which include +60,000 hours of recordings (from T.Edison's first cylinder recordings, to famous speeches such as man's first steps on the moon “One Small Step for Man”, to American presidents over the past 100 years). In this partnership, MSU will house the NGSW collection, as well as digitize (with assistance from LDC), catalog, organize, and provide meta-tagging information. MSU is also responsible for a number of engineering challenges such as digital watermarking and effective compression strategies. The team at CSLR is responsible for developing the robust audio-stream search engine and user selectable speech enhancement plug-ins. In the field of robust speech recognition, there are a variety challenging persistant problems such as: reliable speech recognition across wireless communications channels, recognition of speech across changing speaker conditions (emotion, stress, accent)[6], or recognition of speech from unknown or changing acoustic environments. The ability to achieve effective performance in changing speaker conditions for large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) remains a challenge as demonstrated in recent



DARPA evaluations focused on Broadcast News (BN) versus previous results from the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus. The range and extent of acoustic distortion, speaker variability, and audio quality from the NGSW corpus pales in comparison with any database available from the DARPA community (including BN). This paper is organized as follows. First, we discuss the research challenges faced in developing an audio stream search engine, then present the proposed system and discuss system components. Sec. 4 presents a series of experiments with model adaptation, followed by results from sub-system task evaluations for phrase recognition, speaker/environmental turn detection, and speech enhancement approaches. Sec. 5 concludes with a discussion of the research directions for system development.



2. RESEARCH ISSUES Although the problem of audio stream search is relatively new, it is related to a number of previous research problems. Previous systems developed for streaming video search based on audio[2] or closed-captioning can be effective, but often assume either an associated text stream or a clean audio stream. Information retrieval via audio and audio mining have recently produced several commercial approaches[12,13], however these methods generally focus on relatively clean single speaker recording conditions. Alternative methods have considered ways to time-compress or modify speech in order to allow human listeners the ability to more quickly skim through recorded audio data[14]. While, keyword spotting systems can generally be used for topic or gisting applications, for phrase search, the system must be able to recover from errors in both the user requested text-sequence and rankordered detected phrase sites within the stream. Phrase search focuses more on locating a single requested occurrence, whereas keyword/topic spotting systems assume a number of possible searched outcomes. Great strides have also been made in LVCSR for BN[3], which reflect a wider range of acoustic environments. However, the recognition of speech in BN reflects a homogeneous data corpus (i.e., recordings from TV and radio news broadcasts, organized into 7 classes from F0: clean, to FX: low fidelity with cross-talk). One natural solution to audio stream search is to perform forced transcription for the entire dataset, and simply search the synchronized text stream. While this may be a manageable task for BN (consisting of about 100 hours), the initial offering for NGSW will be 5000 hours (with a potential of +60,000 total hours), and it will simply not be possible to achieve accurate forced transcription, even if the text data were available. To illustrate the range of NGSW recording conditions, three example spectrograms are shown in Fig. 1. The recordings are: (a)Thomas Edison, “my work as an electrician” [talking about contributions of 19th century scientists; original Edison cylinder disk recording, 1908], (b) Thomas Watson, “as Bell was about to speak into the new instrument,” [talking about the first telephone message from A.G. Bell on March 10, 1876; recorded in 1926], (c) President Bill Clinton, “tonight I stand before you,” [State of the Union Address on economic expansion, Jan. 19 1999]. This example indicates the wide range of distortions present in the speech corpus. Some of these include: severe bandwidth restrictions (e.g., Edison style cylinder disks), poor audio from scratchy, used, or aging recording media, differences in microphone type and placement,



reverberation for speeches from many public figures, recordings made from telephone, radio, or TV broadcasts, background noise including audience and multiple speakers or interviewers, wide • range of speaking styles and accents, etc. Clearly, the ability to achieve reliable phrase recognition search for such data is an unparalleled challenge in the speech recognition community. (A) EDISON
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(B) WATSON
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(C) CLINTON



• •



(D) EDISON



Fig. 1. Example Audio Stream (8kHz) spectrograms from NGSW. (A) Thomas Edison, 1908, (B) Thomas Watson, 1926, (C) Pres. Billl Clinton, 1999, (D) enhanced Edison recording.
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Fig. 2. Flow Diagram of Audio Stream Recognition Search



3. SYSTEM COMPONENTS Having identified the range of distortion in the corpus, we now propose a system for performing audio stream phrase search for NGSW. Fig. 2 presents the proposed phrase recognition system. The system will consist of the following processing tasks: • N-Best Processor & Natural Language Parser: Since the user submits a requested text search sequence, an N-best parser will be used to rank order potential audio streams for search. An NLP processor will also be used to correct for ill-formed requests, so search is in a standard format. • Environmental Characterization: An environment processor will be used in conjunction with meta-tag information for input stream under test. This processor will identify distortion type:



acoustic background or recording media noise, restricted channel, reverberation, multiple speakers, etc.). Acoustic Background Noise Adaptation: One of three adaptation processing tasks to be employed. Application will be based on Environmental Classifier output. We will focus on rapid methods for parallel model combination[4]. Speaker Adaptation: For repeated searching of the same speaker, HMM adaptation is performed. Here, the challenge is for limited adaptation dataset size. Several methods are currently being considered including MLLR based schemes. Selective training [7] and decision bias correction[8]. Restricted Channel Adaptation: Clearly for audio streams from Edison cylinder disks, frequency bandwidth is small (2kHz). As a result, we are investigating methods to neutralize feature sets for recognition models trained with 8 and 16kHz speech. This processing stage will also provide confidence assessment for the requested phoneme phrase set, given a truncated frequency structure for the audio stream under test. Speech Enhancement: A set of speech enhancement algorithms will be available for user for quality improvement, and feature enhancement for the audio prior to recognition stream search. HMM Recognition Search: With model adaptation tasks completed, an HMM phrase search is performed. If the Environment Classifier determines that front-end speech feature enhancement could be effective, the input parameter set will be enhanced before performing the search. Detected phrase sets will be rank order using confidence measures and an NLP processor.



4. PHRASE RECOGNITION EVALUATION 4.1 Probe NGSW Data Corpus The primary NGSW challenge is to formulate a robust search engine without the use of audio stream transcripts. Here, we consider a number of limited LVCSR and keyword recognition experiments. The follow data sets were used for system evaluations: (i) a set of 100 short (each ~6 sec.) audio streams reflecting a cross-section of the entire audio corpus, and (ii) 10 audio streams (each 5-8 min.) which focus on audio data from the 1930-40’s (mostly speech from President F.D. Roosevelt).



4.2 LVCSR Evaluations: WSJ, BN, NGSW In order to investigate speech recognition performance using NGSW data, a series of experiments were performed using the CMU Sphinx-III LVCSR. The recognizer was trained using 16kHz sampled speech with a 39-dimensional feature vector (MFCCs, energy, plus deltas’s). The acoustic model units are within-word and cross-word triphones, plus context independent monophones and noise models (e.g., click sounds, etc.). A word-based language model is used that include unigrams, bigrams and trigrams, along with a back-off mechanism (N-best rescoring using an A* search was disabled for these tests). A 64,000 word vocabulary set is used. Two acoustic model sets were used, one trained from WSJ SI284 data, the second trained from BN corpus. The PE section of 1996 BN development test data was used for testing. Table 1 shows results using this LVCSR setup for BN and WSJ. Clearly, BN trained models produce lower WERs (word-error-rate) than WSJ trained models. A range of performance occurs across the focused conditions. Other than clean (F0), non-native speakers (F5) have slight WER increase, while narrow bandwidth (F2) and other conditions (FX) had significant increases. In a manner similar to BN, we clustered NGSW data into 4 focus conditions (C0-C3), with C0 reflecting seriously degraded recording environments. WERs for these conditions ranged from 42-85%, with an average of 67.9% (much higher than for BN). Baseline HMM mean MLLR model adaptation for NGSW data was considered, as well as a new transformation based on mixture weights[15]. The results show a slight reduction in WER for the C0 focus condition.
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Fig. 3. Phrase Search Example: Historian discussing U.S. history with audio examples from six U.S. Presidents included. Hand marked speaker change locations are shown, along with BIC speaker/environmental detected changes.



4.4 Speaker/Environmental Turn Detection HMM TRAINING CORPUS



WER (%) for each BN Focus Condition F0 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 FX



WSJ (16 mixtures) 19.3 41.9 61.3 44.4 37.7 32.1 69.2 BN (32 mixtures) 14.1 31.3 38.3 31.5 22.9 25.5 55.4



Average WER (%) 43.1 31.1
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Table 1. SPHINX-III LVCSR (i) baseline performance using BN and WSJ corpora, and (ii) NGSW performance using mean MLLR and new T-I mixture weight model adaptation scheme[15].



4.3 Baseline Phrase Recognition Search: NGSW Next, a baseline keyword spotting system was developed by RSPL for audio stream search in television broadcasts[11], the structure of which is similar to previously reported methods[2]. The RSPL spotter uses context-dependent HMMs with filler models based on context-independent HMMs and a silence model. A front-end channel characterization is performed with binary decisions based on male/female, music/noise, high quality/telephone channel quality models. Using NGSW short-streams, two sets of phrase searches were established for testing. Since phrase search is a new area in speech recognition, there exists no standard performance criterion. Therefore, while there may only be a single occurrence of a requested search phrase per audio stream, we borrow the performance criteria used for keyword spotting systems. The three performance quantities used are (i) percent requested phrases recognized in the audio stream correctly (% correct), (ii) average number of false alarms per keyword per hour (FA/K/H), and (iii) from NIST[5] a single figure of merit (F.O.M.) that reflects the average of detection scores up to 10 false alarms per keyword per hour:



FOM = ( p1 + p 2 + p3 + L + p N + ap N +1 ) / 10T



( 2)



where pi is the percentage of true keyword kits found before the ith false alarm, N is the first integer ≥ 10T − (1 / 2), T is the fraction of an hour of test talkers, and “a” is a scale factor that interpolates to 10 false alarms per hour. The FOM yields a more stable overall performance score. Fig. 3 shows phrase spotting results with the number of false alarms ranging from 0-to-9. Since the number of potential “keywords” for the requested phrase search is small for each audio stream, the FOM is flat after 2-4 hits. The phrase complexity can also influence performance (explains differences between List#1 & #2). Performance here is reasonable, given the wide range of distortions within the corpus.



As part of HMM recognition adaptation, a method is needed to detect speaker turn and/or environmental change. A method was developed based on BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion), which is described in greater detail in [16]. This method employs a Hotelling’s T2-Statistic to achieve a 100 fold increase in computing performance with better speaker turn segmentation and clustering. Sample audio segmentation and clustering was performed using BIC for long duration audio streams. An extracted sample is shown in Fig. 4, where a radio announcer gives an historical overview of U.S. history, with injected audio clips from six U.S. presidents. On the average, speaker changes were identified within 90.7msec, with some additional environmental changes detected in presidential speeches due to audience applause.



4.5 Isolated Phrase Searching While keyword search results reflect performance of our baseline search engine, for audio stream information retrieval, the user will likely request isolated occurrences of individual phrases. As such, further investigation using the baseline phrase recognition system was performed. The purpose was to obtain statistical analysis of keyword recognition performance for future confidence measure scoring. There are a number of probability calculations used to determine the occurrence of a keyword that include: overall word probability, left and right half probability scores, and the balance between left/right scores. Thresholds for these scores were set to an extremely low minimum in order to obtain a high number of false hits. Also, a threshold is used in the spotting system for the detection of speech vs. music/noise condition. We disabled music/noise model selection so that all input data would be evaluated. The goal was to determine the average number of false hits before the correct requested key-phrase was found. We selected 5 audio streams of duration 5-8min. that focused primarily on President F.D. Roosevelt during the 1930-40’s. Each had significantly different noise/recording/speaker conditions: Files1&2: FDR with LF noise, speech bandwidth 


performance represents a worst case scenario for audio stream search, since no model adaptation or confidence measurement processing was applied, and that more appropriate model sets should be included (e.g., HMMs retrained with BN data). Since insufficient NGSW data has been transcribed, it was not possible to compare performance with the system retrained with NGSW data yet. F.O.M. P HRASE R ECOGNITION P ERFORMANCE 20
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Fig. 4. RSPL Keyword Spotting Results. Two NGSW phrase lists were tested, with NIST FOM (figure of merit) shown. Male Telephone Channel KEY: Prob. of Finding Success in List Avg. # Hits in Search Avg. # Hits Before Success 67% 36 15
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approaches under consideration to improve model characterization based on selective training[7], bias-normalization[8], MLLR, and PCA-PMC[4]. Probe NGSW data was used for several experiments. Results were presented for LVCSR (SPHINX-III) tests using WSJ, BN, and NGSW corpora. Results were also presented from sub-task evaluations based on keyword spotting and single phrase search. Finally, speech enhancement methods were discussed for front-end feature processing and user selected sub-systems for listening. The ability to achieve fast and reliable NGSW phrase recognition search performance is an enormous challenge. The statistical analysis of single phrase retrieval performance will provide useful data for confidence measure scoring. Clearly, improved recognition models based on BN and NGSW corpora, as well as model adaptation based on PCA-PMC will be necessary for effective search. The range and source of environmental distortion and speaker variability in NGSW will require that the best contributions in robust speech recognition be summoned together in an effective, integrated manner. The performance of the LVCSR and RSPL-keyword spotting systems here have served to identify areas where NGSW data will be most challenging, and therefore represents “one-small-step” in addressing the overall task of robust phrase searching in unrestricted corpora.
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4.6 Speech Enhancement Processing Finally, a number of speech enhancement methods[10] will be considered for the proposed system. One recent method which has shown promise is based on perceptual enhancement using an Auditory Masking Threshold (AMT)[9]. This new method is shown to result in more accurate AMT estimates, and therefore contribute more effectively for speech enhancement. To illustrate performance, we processed a sequence of NGSW audio streams. Fig. 1(D) shows a resulting speech spectrogram for the 1908 Edison recording, which sounds extremely clean. This and other methods will be employed for NGSW data, with alternatives addressing broadband, tone and impulsive noise sources.



5. DISCUSSION In this study, we have introduced the problem of audio stream phrase recognition for a new National Gallery of the Spoken Word. This will be the first large-scale repository of its kind. We discussed the enormous series of challenges needed to achieve effective audio stream search on data recorded from 1900’s Edison cylinder disks, to audio examples from presidential speeches today. A proposed system diagram was discussed, which identified critical processing tasks such as an environment classifier, recognizer model adaptation for acoustic background noise, restricted channels, and speaker variability. We identified
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